


manufacturers of world class shade solutions for over 25 years

Message from the CEO
As Founder & CEO of Woodline Shade Solutions, my marine life skills and 
passion for engineering excellence has allowed me to develop a range 
of products and materials starting with the traditional timber center pole 
umbrellas right up to our strong and durable marine range.

 With more than 25 years experience in the shade industry, we at 
Woodline Shade Solutions understand that our customers want us 
to provide the products and services they need on time, every time. 
Continued challenges in the market dictate that we do things differently 
– internally in the way we operate and externally in the way we serve our 
customers. To meet these expectations, we are committed to providing 
understandable information, meaningful choices and quality products. 

	 Whether	you	are	an	existing	or	first	time	customer,	we	are	committed	
to earning your trust. It makes sense – for our clients and our business.

Kind regards,

Fritz Walter
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Africa is the home of 
sunshine and extreme 
weather...
It’s also the continent that knows the importance of shade more than 
any other.

Knowing that extreme and unpredictable weather will find the weakest 
point in any outdoor structure, from blazing sunshine to driving rain, we 
engineer our shades to cope with its rapid changes. 
  
Every aspect of our shade systems has been designed and produced 
to the highest standards possible for strength and longevity. Woodline 
only uses high grade non-corrosive materials for our canopy frames 
and structures, such as lightweight aluminum, ultra weather-resistant 
eucalyptus, and stainless steel for its remarkable strength.

Our outdoor fabrics have been selected from the world’s best for their 
UV, dirt and water-resistant properties to ensure a long product lifespan.  
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As one of  Afr ica’s biggest 
parasol  manufacturers,  we 
have been making shade for the 
international and local market for 
over 25 years.
Since the very start of Woodline in 1990, we have been manufacturing 
parasols in South Africa, one of Africa’s many developing countries.

We are proud to manufacture each of our products ourselves in our own 
factories, making sure that each piece meets our standard of excellence, 
while providing jobs and opportunities to skillful artisans. Bolstered by the 
current expansion to a new purpose-built factory with significant growth 
potential, we are looking forward to a bright future.

Woodline is a reflection of its German Namibian founder, Fritz Walter, 
who has spent all his life in nature. From fishing for a living in the Atlantic 
and off trawlers in the frigid waters of Alaska, to farming cattle and game 
in the Highveld of South Africa, Fritz can’t get enough of the outdoors.

His experiences have taught him that to live, work and relax outside you 
need the best designed and made products. An outdoor man by birth and 
a trained engineer, Fritz has unrivaled knowledge and understanding of 
shade systems.       
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picollo
This ingenious cantilever parasols range is exceptionally versatile and remarkably hard-wearing. The Picollo boasts a 360 degree rotation and also a unique side-to-side tilting feature 
that is intelligently designed to allow the canopy to track the sun and cast the perfect shade throughout the day.

The canopy fabric is attached using a quick-release system, making it a breeze to remove for seasonal changes or care and maintenance. Versatility, durability and aesthetic design all 
align to make the Picollo a genuine patron of shade. 

Canopy Sizes
Round / 8 Ribs  
Code: PI32RA

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: PI30SA (3.0m)

(3.2m)
10.5 ft

10.0 ft

Bases Paver Double Stack Metal Plate

Total weight 305 lbs (138 kg) frame plus 8 x pavers
* Concrete pavers not supplied

Paver Base / 8 pavers

49 lbs Frame
(22 kg) 

32 lbs per paver
(14,5 kg)

CODE: PVB/8PI

286 lbs 
(130 kg)

CODE: DSPMPI

Spigot

Concrete Pavers *

Extension Kit

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders

Paver Frame
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Tilt System

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders

* For alternative base options please refer to pages 37 - 40.



picollo
Wind Rating: Light Wind

Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… or any area that requires shade 
solutions without obstruction from a center umbrella pole.

versatile and durable cantilever parasol with aesthetic design features
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Left and right tilt can be locked into
the desired angle

Smooth crank system to open and close canopy 360 degree rotation with lock feature LOXX ® canopy attachment and release system

Fabric & Colors

PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric  

48009 Arbor Pebble 601.01 Natural

3937 Lemon

3741 Silver Grey

5439 Navy Blue

5476 Heather Beige 702.01 Cement

5453 Canvas

3789 Stone Grey

5408 Black

5417 Tuscany 701.01 Vanilla

5477 Logo Red 502.01 Navy

5420 Mineral Blue   

3738 Macao

*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color.

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric
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pendulum
Strikingly bold, the Pendulum knows how to make the right impression. The Pendulum features 360 degree head-turning rotation, effortless opening and closing with a smooth crank sys-
tem	and	a	magnificent	mix	of	premium	quality	stainless	steel	linkages,	natural	anodized	aluminum	and	a	eucalyptus	hub.	The	Pendulum	is	poised	at	the	pinnacle	of	cantilever	parasols.

Canopy Sizes

Round / 8 Ribs
Code: PE40RAS

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: PE35SAS

Rectangle / 8 Ribs
Code: PE34REAS

(4.0m)
13.1 ft

(3.5m)
11.5 ft

(3.0 x 4.0m)
10.0 x 13.1 ft

Bases Paver Double Stack Metal Plate

Total weight 305 lbs (138 kg) frame plus 8 x pavers
* Concrete pavers not supplied

Paver Base / 8 pavers

49 lbs Frame
(22 kg) 

32 lbs per paver
(14,5 kg)

Code: PVB/8PE

463 lbs 
(210 kg)
Code: DSPMPE

Spigot

Concrete Pavers *

Extension Kit

Paver Frame

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders
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pendulum
Wind Rating: Moderate Wind

Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside or any area that requires large shade solutions 
without obstruction from a center umbrella pole.

bold and strong cantilever parasol with 360 degree rotation
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360 degree Rotate and Lock



Pendulum patented canopy clip mechanism* Smooth crank system to open and close canopy 360 degree rotation with lock feature LOXX ® canopy attachment and release system

*The Pendulum’s patented canopy clip mechanism has been designed to facilitate the quick and simple attachment and removal of the entire canopy assembly. 
The canopy is attached with a stay that hooks onto the frame structure and clips the canopy securely into place. This system is extremely strong and can endure the forces that canopies of these 
sizes are sometimes subjected to. It remains one of the quickest and easiest attachment methods.
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Fabric & Colors

PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric  

48009 Arbor Pebble 601.01 Natural

3937 Lemon

3741 Silver Grey

5439 Navy Blue

5476 Heather Beige 702.01 Cement

5453 Canvas

3789 Stone Grey

5408 Black

5417 Tuscany 701.01 Vanilla

5477 Logo Red 502.01 Navy

5420 Mineral Blue   

3738 Macao

*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color.

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric
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pavone
This cantilever umbrella makes for more free space. It offers shade without the usual center pole umbrella base taking up the space. This makes the Pavone especially suited for 
large areas, but also for private use. Thanks to the easy-to-operate crank mechanism, the umbrella and the shade is held by a high-quality aluminum structure that is rotatable, 
reclining and retractable.

Canopy Sizes

Bases

Round / 8 Ribs
Code: PA35RA

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: PA30SA (3.0m)

(3.5m)
11.5 ft

10.0 ft

Paver Double Stack Metal Plate

Total weight 305 lbs (138 kg) frame plus 8 x pavers
* Concrete pavers not supplied

Paver Base / 8 pavers

49 lbs Frame
(22 kg) 

32 lbs per paver
(14,5 kg)
Code: PVB/8PA

286 lbs 
(130 kg)
Code: DSPMPA

Concrete Pavers *

Extension Kit

Paver Frame
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Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders

360 degree rotate and lock foot pedal

* For alternative base options please refer to pages 37 - 40.



pavone
Wind Rating: Light Wind

Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a shade 
solution	with	 the	convenience	of	a	cantilever	 system	and	 the	flexibility	of	a	 side	post	
foldaway parasol.

the perfect combination of form and function

Open / CloseRecline and Lock 360 degree Rotate and Lock
15



LOXX ® canopy attachment and release systemOPEN / CLOSE
Smooth and effortless opening and 

closing with a removable crank handle

360 degree ROTATE AND LOCK
Convenient foot paddle locking mechanism

for 360 degree rotation

RECLINE & LOCK
Recline the parasol up and down and easy lock

at desired position

EXTENDABLE BRACKET
Extendable center pole bracket that can 

be used for a light
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Fabric & Colors

PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric  

48009 Arbor Pebble 601.01 Natural

3937 Lemon

3741 Silver Grey

5439 Navy Blue

5476 Heather Beige 702.01 Cement

5453 Canvas

3789 Stone Grey

5408 Black

5417 Tuscany 701.01 Vanilla

5477 Logo Red 502.01 Navy

5420 Mineral Blue   

3738 Macao

*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color.

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric
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papillon
At heart, the Papillon is the absolute socialite. Its dual post framework invites views and conversations to go on, unobstructed, in glorious shade and shelter, day and night. This unique 
range of shade cannot help but bring an air of grandeur to its surroundings. It stands alone as the largest of all Woodline shade solutions and yet this extraordinary shade can easily be 
extended further by articulating two or more Papillon structures together. Fabric walls can also be attached directly to the frame and awning to provide privacy and shelter from the wind.

Canopy Sizes

Bases

Rectangle 2.4 inch Pole Ø
(3.0m x 4.6m / 60mm ø)
Code: PA346REE

10.0 x 15.1 ft 

Metal plate

88 lbs
(40 kg)

43.3 x 17.7 x 0.39 inch
Code: PAMB

 

For end to end mounting 

18
* For alternative base options please refer to pages 37 - 40.



papillon
Wind Rating: Moderate Wind
Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a 
large shade solution with a touch of elegance and style.

The Papillon can accommodate seating for dining/seating groups of 8 – 10.

in a league of its own

19

End wallsSide wall Side wall

Gutter



Reduction gearbox for easy opening & closing

Two or more Papillon shades can be joined together, either 
side by side, with the use of an additional gutter to create one  
continuous awning, or placed end to end extending the shaded 
area linearly.

Wind stabilizers folded

cover bag
Canopy closed with cover bag

Papillon base, designed for stability

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric

5476 Heather Beige

5453 Canvas

Fabric & Colors
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GutterEnd to end
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safari
Meticulously crafted from the finest grade kiln-dried eucalyptus, laminated for strength and sourced only from 100% FSC certified timber mills, along with premium quality 
weather-resistant	fabrics	and	high	grade	stainless	steel	fittings.

Canopy Sizes

Bases

Round / 8 Ribs
Code: SA27RE

Round / 8 Ribs
Code: SA35RE

Round / 8 Ribs
Code: SA40RE

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: SA23SE

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: SA29SE

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: SA35SE

Rectangle / 8 Ribs
Code: SA223REE

Concrete

Paver

Metal plate

Total weight 177 lbs (80kg) frame plus 4 x pavers
* Concrete pavers not supplied

Small 66 lbs 
(30 kg) 
Code: CBS

Medium 121 lbs 
(55 kg)
Code: CBM

Paver Base / 4 pavers

49 lbs Frame
(22 kg)

32 lbs per paver
(14,5 kg)
Code: PVB/4SA

20 inch round
35 lbs (16 kg)
Code: RMB5508/48

24 inch square (wheels)
55 lbs (25 kg)
Code: SMBWW609/57 

27.5 inch square (wheels)
92.6 lbs (42 kg)
Code: SMBWW700/70 

8.9 ft 
1.5 inch Pole Ø
(2.7m / 38mm ø)

11.5 ft 
1.9 inch Pole Ø
(3.5m / 48mm ø)

13.1 ft 
2.4 inch Pole Ø
(4.0m / 60mm ø)

7.5 ft
1.5 inch Pole Ø 
(2.3m / 38mm ø)

10.0 ft
1.9 inch Pole Ø 
(3.0m / 48mm ø)

11.5 ft
2.4 inch Pole Ø 
(3.5m / 60mm ø)

7.2 x 10.0 ft 
1.9 inch Pole Ø 

(2.2m x 3.0m / 48mm ø)

Suggested Bases: 66 lbs (30 kg) Concrete
                             20 inch Metal Plate / 508r 

Suggested Bases: 121 lbs (55 kg) Concrete
                             24 inch sq. Metal Plate / 609 

Suggested Bases: PVB/4 177 lbs (80 kg) Concrete                                 
                             27.5 inch sq. Metal Plate / 700

Suggested Bases: 66 lbs (30 kg) Concrete
                             20 inch Metal Plate / 508r

Suggested Bases: 121 lbs (55 kg) Concrete
                             24 inch sq. Metal Plate / 609

Suggested Bases: PVB/4 177 lbs (80 kg) Concrete                                 
                             27.5 inch sq. Metal Plate / 700

Suggested Bases: 121 lbs (55 kg) Concrete
                             24 inch sq. Metal Plate / 609
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Concrete Pavers *

Paver Frame

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders

* For alternative base options please refer to pages 37 - 40.



safari
Wind Rating: Moderate Wind

Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a 
center	post	umbrella	shade	solution	with	an	elegant	wood	finish.

27 years under its canopy – this is Woodline’s original design
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Wooden center pole, ribs and hubs Laminated wooden hub for strength and flexibility with 
built-in pulley system

Long grain eucalyptus ribs LOXX ® canopy attachment and release system
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Fabric & Colors

PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric  

48009 Arbor Pebble 601.01 Natural

3937 Lemon

3741 Silver Grey

5439 Navy Blue

5476 Heather Beige 702.01 Cement

5453 Canvas

3789 Stone Grey

5408 Black

5417 Tuscany 701.01 Vanilla

5477 Logo Red 502.01 Navy

5420 Mineral Blue   

3738 Macao

*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color.

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric
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storm
Engineered for strength, the Storm is fashioned from ultra corrosion-resistant aluminum and marine grade stainless steel used in the construction of super-yachts. Its robust structure is 
designed to withstand the onslaught of nature’s fury. Through careful consideration Woodline has selected and developed the most resilient canopy fabrics to be able to handle whipping 
winds and scorching sun. The built-in quattro pulley system of pure stainless steel assures smooth and effortless operation day after day.

Canopy Sizes

Bases

Round / 8 Ribs
Code: ST35RSS

Square / 8 Ribs
Code: ST30SSS

2.4 inch Pole Ø 
(3.5m / 60mm ø)

2.4 inch Pole Ø 
(3.0m / 60mm ø)

11.5 ft

10.0 ft

Paver Double Stack Metal Plate

Total weight 305 lbs (138 kg) frame plus 8 x pavers
* Concrete pavers not supplied

Paver Base / 8 pavers

49 lbs Frame
(22 kg) 

32 lbs per paver
(14,5 kg)
Code: PVB/8STRM

286 lbs 
(130 kg)
Code: DSPMSTRM

26
* For alternative base options please refer to pages 37 - 40.

Adjustable Feet with 
Nylon Gliders

Cleat to lock 
rope in position

Adjustable Feet with 
Nylon Gliders

Paver Frame

Extension Kit

Concrete Pavers *

Spigot



storm
Wind Rating: Strong Wind

Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require high 
wind tolerance.

tested in challenging conditions at South Africa’s “Cape of Storms”
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Marine grade stainless steel hubs and center pole Quattro pulley system with stainless steel wheels Rope lock pole stand Eyelet attachment system
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Fabric & Colors

PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric  

48009 Arbor Pebble 601.01 Natural

3937 Lemon

3741 Silver Grey

5439 Navy Blue

5476 Heather Beige 702.01 Cement

5453 Canvas

3789 Stone Grey

5408 Black

5417 Tuscany 701.01 Vanilla

5477 Logo Red 502.01 Navy

5420 Mineral Blue   

3738 Macao

*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color.

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric
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mistral
The Mistral market parasol range, with its minimalist aesthetic look, perfectly illustrates the elegance of simplicity. Resilient, functional and maintenance-free, it hits the mark with longevity 
and style. For OEM orders premium grade screenprinting on the canopy offers excellent branding opportunities for commercial applications, making the Mistral as comfortable in the 
marketplace as it is at home.

The Mistral features natural anodized aluminum ribs and pole with non-corrosive composite glass-reinforced upper and lower notches. The canopy is opened and closed effortlessly 
with	a	built-in	pulley	system.	All	the	fittings	are	stainless	steel	including	the	hook	used	to	keep	the	rope	neatly	wrapped.

Canopy Sizes

Bases

Round / 6 Ribs

Square / 4 Ribs

Concrete Metal plate

Small 66 lbs 
(30 kg)
Code: CBS 

20 inch round
35 lbs (16 kg)
Code: RMBS508/48

24 square inch (wheels)
55 lbs (25 kg)  
Code: SMBWW609/48

8.9 ft 
1.5 inch Pole Ø
(2.7m / 38mm ø)

10.0 ft 
1.5 inch Pole Ø
(3.0m / 38mm ø)

6.6 ft
1.5 inch Pole Ø 
(2.0m / 38mm ø)

8.2 ft
1.5 inch Pole Ø 
(2.5m / 38mm ø)

Suggested Bases:  66 lbs (30 kg) Concrete
                              20 inch Metal Plate / 508r
 Code: MI27RA

Suggested Bases:  66 lbs (30 kg) Concrete
                              24 inch Metal Plate / 609 sq. 
 Code: MI30RA

Suggested Bases:  66 lbs (30 kg) Concrete
                              20 inch Metal Plate / 508r
 Code: MI20SA

Suggested Bases:  66 lbs (30 kg) Concrete
                              24 inch Metal Plate / 609 sq. 
 Code: MI25SA

30

Round / 6 Ribs

Square / 4 Ribs

* For alternative base options please refer to pages 37 - 40.



mistral
Wind Rating: Moderate Wind 

Application: patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers...  areas that require a 
center post umbrella shade solution (branded or non-branded) with a moderate 
wind tolerance.

elegant and versatile
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Natural anodized aluminum pole with glass-filled 
composite upper and lower hubs

Large wheel pulley system for easy 
tensioning, opening and closing 

Natural anodized aluminum ribs and stainless 
steel fittings

LOXX ® canopy attachment and release system
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Fabric & Colors

PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric  

48009 Arbor Pebble 601.01 Natural

3937 Lemon

3741 Silver Grey

5439 Navy Blue

5476 Heather Beige 702.01 Cement

5453 Canvas

3789 Stone Grey

5408 Black

5417 Tuscany 701.01 Vanilla

5477 Logo Red 502.01 Navy

5420 Mineral Blue   

3738 Macao

*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color.

Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric



concrete
Woodline concrete base systems are made to last. We use a combination of 
chemical	 additives,	 steel	 wire	 reinforcing	 and	 special	 fibres	 to	 add	 strength, 
longevity	and	a	smooth	superior	finish.

base mounting options
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Double Paver Frame Kit (example with pavers) Concrete Slab Base Kit

Weight use with Parasol Parasol Model Code Weight use with Parasol Parasol Model Code

The Paver Frame Base consists of a hot-dipped 
galvanized metal frame that houses standard 15.6
square inch paver slabs. To reduce shipping costs  
pavers can be purchased separately near installation
location. Alternatively pavers can be included with 
base on special request. The frame houses either a 
single layer of 4 pavers (single layer ≥ 177 lbs/80 kg)
or a double layer stack of 8 pavers (double layer 
≥  305 lbs/138 kg) with the aid of an extension kit. 

Classic hexagonal shaped, reinforced concrete 
base fits any Woodline center pole parasol with 
various combinations of weights and tube sizes 
available for desired applications.

177 lbs (80 kg) Safari SA40RE PVB/4SA
177 lbs (80 kg) Safari SA35RE PVB/4SA
 
305 lbs (138 kg) Picollo PI32RA PVB/8PI
305 lbs (138 kg) Picollo PI30SA PVB/8PI
 
305 lbs (138 kg) Pendulum PE40RAS PVB/8PE
305 lbs (138 kg) Pendulum PE35SAS PVB/8PE
305 lbs (138 kg) Pendulum PE34REAS PVB/8PE
 
305 lbs (138 kg) Pavone PA30SA PVB/8PA
305 lbs (138 kg) Pavone PA35RA PVB/8PA
 
305 lbs (138 kg) Storm ST35RSS PVB/8STRM
305 lbs (138 kg) Storm ST30SSS PVB/8STRM

Paver Frame Base - 
Single with double layer extension kit 

Note: the pavers are not included and only displayed in this image as a reference. 
Recommended paver size 15.6 inches x 15.6 inches W x 1.7 inches H. 

 

The Paver Frame Base includes an extention kit. The extension kit is fitted to the frame
when more weight is required by means of stacking four additional pavers to form an eight
paver configuration. 

The PvB4 base type is a four paver configuration while the PvB8 is a stacked eight paver
base configuration.

 66 lbs (30kg) Mistral MI27RA CBS  66 lbs (30kg) Mistral MI30RA CBS
 66 lbs  (30kg) Mistral MI20SA CBS  66 lbs  (30kg) Mistral MI25SA CBS
 66 lbs (30kg) Safari SA27RE CBS
121 lbs (55kg) Safari SA35RE CBM
 66 lbs  (30kg) Safari SA23SE CBS
121 lbs (55kg) Safari SA29SE CBM
121 lbs (55kg) Safari SA223REE CBM
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metal
Woodline	 metal	 stands	 are	 available	 in	 various	 finishes	 including	 hot	 dipped	
galvanized (S_HD-Gal) or powder coated (S_PC) steel.

base mounting options
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Round Metal Plate Base (S_PC) with 
Pole Tube (SS_POL_GB) 

Rectangular Metal Plate Base (S_PC) 

Square Metal Plate Base (S_PC) with Rollers &
Pole Tube (S_PC_GB) 

Double Stack Square Metal Plate Base (S_GAL)
with Pendulum Spigot Sleeve 

The Round Metal Plate Base comes in various 
sizes for various wind exposures. The metal plate 
is made from steel which is powder coated (S_PC) 
as standard. It can also be bolted to the floor and
features nylon feet spacers.

The Square Metal Plate Base comes in 
various sizes for various wind exposures.  
Selected sizes are available with rollers to 
aid mobility. The metal plate is powder 
coated as standard and features nylon feet 
spacers and a stainless steel tube.

Base Type Weight Size use with Parasol Parasol Model Code  
Round Metal  35 lbs (16 kg)  20 inch Mistral   MI27RA RMBS508/48     Round Metal  35 lbs (16 kg)  20 inch Mistral   MI20SA RMBS508/48                  
Round Metal  35 lbs (16 kg)  20 inch Safari    SA27RE RMBS508/48 Round Metal  35 lbs (16 kg)  20 inch Safari    SA23SE RMBS508/48
 

Base Type Weight Size use with Parasol Parasol Model Code  
Rec. Metal 88 lbs (40 kg) 43.3 x 17.7 inch Papillon    10.0 x 15.1 ft PAMB
 

Base Type Weight Size use with Parasol Parasol Model Code
 
SquareMetal               55 lbs (25 kg)            24 inch                      Mistral                       MI30RA  SMBWW609/48
SquareMetal               55 lbs (25 kg)            24 inch                      Mistral                       MI25SA SMBWW609/48
 
SquareMetal               55 lbs (25 kg)            24 inch                      Safari                        SA35RE                  SMBWW609/57
SquareMetal               92 lbs (42 kg)            27.5 inch                   Safari                        SA40RE                   SMBWW700/70
SquareMetal               55 lbs (25 kg)            24 inch                      Safari                        SA29SE                   SMBWW609/57
SquareMetal               92 lbs (42 kg)            27.5 inch                   Safari                        SA35SE                  SMBWW700/70
SquareMetal               55 lbs (42 kg)            24 inch                      Safari                        SA223REE               SMBWW609/57
 

Base Type Weight Size use with Parasol Parasol Model Code
 
Dbl. Stack Metal          286 lbs (130 kg)  31.5 inch Picollo PI32RA DSPMPI
Dbl. Stack Metal          286 lbs (130 kg)  31.5 inch Picollo PI30SA  DSPMPI  
Dbl. Stack Metal          463 lbs (210 kg)       37.4 inch Pendulum PE40RAS DSPMPE
Dbl. Stack Metal          463 lbs (210 kg)       37.4 inch Pendulum PE35SAS DSPMPE
Dbl. Stack Metal          463 lbs (210 kg)       37.4 inch Pendulum PE34REAS DSPMPE
 
Dbl. Stack Metal          286 lbs (130 kg)  31.5 inch Pavone PA30SA DSPMPA
Dbl. Stack Metal          286 lbs (130 kg)  31.5 inch Pavone PA35RA DSPMPA  
Dbl. Stack Metal          286 lbs (130 kg)    31.5 inch Storm ST35RS DSPMSTRM
Dbl. Stack Metal          286 lbs (130 kg)    31.5 inch Storm  ST30SSS DSPMSTRM 

Rectangular Metal Plate Base mounted  
with a stainless steel 2.75 inch / 70 mm Ø  
metal stand that fits the Papillon shade. Can 
be bolted to the floor for extra stability.

The Double Stack Square Metal Plate Base is 
designed for the Woodline cantilever and center 
pole ranges and is also able to mount any of the 
Woodline bolt-on pole stands to fit any of the 
Woodline shades. It features height-adjusta-
ble nylon feet with stainless steel thread. 



alternative
In addition to the moveable metal and concrete bases, Woodline also manufactures 
alternative mounting solutions to meet every requirement.

base mounting options
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Universal Below Deck Mounting Bracket (SS)

Mount Type               Weight Packed size      use with Parasol                  Code                     
Below Deck Mount  15.4 lbs (8 kg)  13.3 L x 13.3 W x 4.5 inch H  Any center pole, dual pole or cantilever     DECKM

Mount Type               Weight Packed size   use with Parasol    Code                  
Underground Mount  13.2 lbs (6 kg)  22 x 8.2 x 8.2 inch   Any center pole, dual pole or cantilever UNGR

Mount Type               Weight Size   use with Parasol     Code                     
Universal Base Plate  5.33 lbs (2.4 kg)  7.9 Ø x 0.39 inch  Safari / Mistral / Papillon    UNI

The Universal Below Deck Mounting Bracket is bolted 
between the framework of supporting beams under a 
wooden deck. The Universal Base Plate is then mounted 
from above through the deck into the Universal Below 
Deck Mounting Bracket.

Underground Mount

The Underground Mount is designed to be concreted into the 
ground and is compatible with any of the Woodline shade 
solutions by means of a bolt-on pole stand for center and dual 
pole shades or spigot poles for the cantilever shade ranges.

Universal Base Plate - Round (S_PC)

The Universal Base Plate fits any tube. It is then 
mounted to an appropriate free standing or mounted 
base such as the Paver Base Frame, Underground 
Mount and Below Deck Mount. It can also be bolted 
directly to the floor.

In-Ground Bayonet Pole Stand

The In-Ground Bayonet Pole Stand consists of two stainless steel 
parts, the in-ground tube (to be concreted into the ground) and the 
bayonet tube (that slides into the in-ground tube and fastens
when twisted).

Mount Type               Weight Packed size   use with Parasol  Code                  
Small Bayonet   8.8 lbs   (4 kg)  36.2 x 4.7 x 2.7 inch   Mistral / Safari / 1,5 inch pole  IGBAY48
Medium Bayonet  12.1 lbs (5.5 kg)  40.9 x 5.1 x 3.7 inch   Safari / 1,9 inch pole  IGBAY57
Large Bayonet  14.3 lbs (6.5 kg)  40.9 x 5.1 x 3.7 inch   Safari / Papillon / 2,4 inch pole IGBAY70 
 

In Ground Tube

Bayonet Tube
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Picollo Spigot

Pendulum Spigot

Paver Base

Paver Base

Double Stack 286 lbs

Double Stack 463 lbs

Underground Mount

Underground Mount

Deck Mount

Deck Mount

PI32RA
PI30SA

PE40RAS
PE35SAS

PE34REAS

pic
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o
pe
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m
Base Reference SAFARI MISTRAL MISTRAL STORMSTORM PAPILLONPAPILLON PICOLLOPICOLLO PENDULUMPENDULUM PAVONEPAVONE

TUBES
1,9 inch (48mm) 1 x Hand Wheel
2,2 inch (57mm) 1 x Hand Wheel
2,8 inch (70mm) 2 x Hand Wheel
2,8 inch (70mm) Rope Lock
Picollo Spigot
Pendulum Spigot
Foot Adjustable Rotating Pedal

CENTER POLE DUAL POST CANTILEVER

CONCRETE BASES
Universal Base Plate
Concrete Slab Base 66 lbs
Concrete Slab Base 121 lbs
Paver Frame Base (does not include paver slabs)
METAL BASES
20 inch (508r) Round Metal Plate Base
24 inch (609) Square Metal Plate Base
27,5 inch (700) Square Metal Plate Base
Rectangular Metal Base Plate 88 lbs
Double Stack Square Metal Plate Base 286 lbs
Double Stack Square Metal Plate Base 463 lbs
UNDERGROUND MOUNTS
Universal Base Plate
Underground Mount
Bayonet Delux Small - for 1,5 inch (38mm) Pole
(Center pole umbrella only / comes standard with tube)

Bayonet Delux Medium - for 1,9 inch (57mm) Pole
(Center pole umbrella only / comes standard with tube)

Bayonet Delux Large - for 2,4 inch (70mm) Pole
(Center pole umbrella only / comes standard with tube)

Deck Mount - 12 x 12 inch minimum space between beams
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SAFARI
Pole size 1,5 inch (38mm) 1,9 inch (48mm) 2,4 inch (60mm) 1,5 inch (38mm) 2,4 inch (60mm) 2,4 inch (60mm)
MODEL
CODE

SA27RE 
SA23SE

SA35RE / SA29SE 
SA223REE

PE40RAS / PE35SAS 
PE34REAS

SA40RE 
SA35SE

MI27RA / MI30RA 
MI20SA / MI25SA

ST35RSS 
ST30SSS

PI32RA 
PI30SAPA346REE PA35RA 

PA30SA



SA27RE
SA23SE

PA35RA
PA30SA

PA346REE

SA40RE
SA35SE

SA35RE
SA29SE

SA223REE

Pavone Pedal Spigot Paver Base Double Stack 286 lbs Underground Mount Deck Mount

2,8 inch (70mm) Tube Rec. Metal Base Plate 88 lbs Universal Base Plate Underground Mount Bayonet Delux Large Deck Mount

Concrete Base 66 lbs1,9 inch (48mm) Tube 20 inch Round Metal Base Universal Base Plate Underground Mount Bayonet Delux Small Deck Mount

Deck Mount2,2 inch (57mm) Tube Concrete Base 121 lbs 24 inch Square Metal Base24 inch Square Metal Base Universal Base Plate Underground Mount

2,8 inch (70mm) Tube Universal Base Plate Paver Base 27,5 inch Sq. Metal Base Universal Base Plate Underground Mount Bayonet Delux Large Deck Mount

Bayonet Delux Medium

Rope Lock Stand Paver Base Double Stack 286 lbs Underground Mount Deck Mount

1,9 inch (48mm) Tube Concrete Base 66 lbs 20 inch Round Metal Base

ST35RSS
ST30SSS

MI27RA 
MI30RA 
MI20SA 
MI25SA
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Universal Base Plate Bayonet Delux SmallUnderground Mount Deck Mount24 inch Square Metal Base24 inch Square Metal Base



*Actual color may be different to the printed swatch color

5417 Tuscany

3937 Lemon 5477 Logo Red5453 Canvas

48009 Arbor Pebble 5476 Heather Beige

3741 Silver Grey 5420 Mineral Blue3789 Stone Grey

5439 Navy Blue 3738 Macao5408 Black

701.01 Vanilla

502.01 Navy

601.01 Natural 702.01 Cement

fabric
Solution Dyed Acrylic fabric PRIMO Solution Dyed Polyester fabric   

100% Sunbrella solution dyed colorfast fabric is UV, water, mildew & stain resistant.
A real world       leader in outdoor fabrics.

•     Fade-resistant
•     Water-repellant
•     Resists mildew
•     Breathable
•     Resists stains

PRIMO solution dyed polyester fabric is UV, water, mildew  & stain resistant and an 
affordable solution.

•     Fade-resistant
•     Water-repellant
•     Resists mildew
•     Breathable
•     Resists stains
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Every Woodline shade solution is meticulously engineered to the nth degree to maximize not just their form and functions, but also to 
make sure that they outlast even the harshest conditions. Each item is crafted from the finest marine grade weather-resistant materials, 
specifically selected for their ability to endure. Though our shade solutions are built to last, the relentless and extreme nature of the 
outdoors dictates that proper care and maintenance will always extend the lifespan of any item.

care & maintenance

FRAMES  

FITTINGS

 

WOODEN COMPONENTS

BASES

FABRICS

Constructed from the finest quality aluminum, marine grade 
stainless steel and durable and sustainable eucalyptus timber. 
Our frames have been tested in some of the world’s most 
inhospitable environments and have only ever benefited from 
the appropriate application of caution and common sense in 
excessive wind conditions.

We advocate the use of our cover bags to prolong the life of the 
canopy frames and their covering fabrics. We recommend the 
closure and safe storage of any collapsible and removable 
components when the parasol is not in use or when winds are 
expected to exceed 40 km/h (24.8 mph).

All fittings, nuts, bolts, pulleys and cleat components are made 
with high grade stainless steel and weatherproof nylon. 
Maintaining these fittings and components is imperative to the 
longevity and the proper operation of the shade system.
A simple occasional fresh water rinsing will help keep them 
working well and looking good.

It is essential to pick the right base for your parasol, consult the 
Bases chapter as a guide and talk to our sales team to ensure 
that the parasol you choose has the appropriate base to keep it 
anchored properly.

Our canopies and fabric covers are made from the most 
durable, colorfast, and dirt-repellent fabrics in the world. That 
said, proper care such as storage when not in use and cleaning 
from time to time will undoubtedly extend their lifespan.

We only use sustainable eucalyptus timber hand-picked for its 
strength, weather-resistance, and replenishment efficiency from 
the world’s finest FSC-accredited plantations and timber mills.
Our wooden components are treated with marine yacht varnish 
to fortify them for outdoor living. We recommend the periodic 
care of wooden components with a light sanding and reapplica-
tion of the varnish coating once a year to maintain the natural 
beauty of the wood.

UV RESISTANT WATER/STAIN RESISTANT BREATHABLE

MOLD RESISTANT EASY CARE PROTECTS FROM UV



ussales@woodline.co.za


